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VISION

To be a people surrendered to God and transformed by grace.

MISSION

To bring life in all its fullness in Jesus’ name to our towns and villages in the Stour
Valley. If that excites you too, let’s walk together!

GEOGRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHICS

Sudbury, the hub location of the church, is a vibrant semi-rural market town on the South
Suffolk/North Essex border. It is the birthplace of Thomas Gainsborough and retains strong
historic links with its working silk industry. The town population is approximately 21,000
people with around 24,000 people living in the surrounding villages, giving a total reach of
44,000 people. The town is set for expansion with the recently approved property
development of 1,110 homes to be built within the next five years.
Sudbury has a strong sense of its own community with local retail trade being made up of
high street brands and independents. It has a train station with links directly into London
and is equidistant between Bury St Edmunds, Colchester, Ipswich and Braintree.
It has a broad C2DE demographic with surrounding villages tending to be more affluent. It
is served by three major supermarket chains: Tesco, Sainsbury’s and Waitrose. It has two
secondary schools and eight primary schools with a newly expanded leisure centre.
The town and surrounding areas increasingly see families moving out from London to take
advantage of the house prices and higher quality of life, aided by the train branch line
enabling commuting to London Liverpool Street in 1hr 15mins.
The larger of the surrounding villages are Long Melford (which boasts the longest village
high street in England), and Lavenham, a very picturesque village which is home to more
Tudor houses than anywhere else in the UK.
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Long Melford

Lavenham

The church’s vision has been to establish a network of fellowship groups in Sudbury and the
surrounding towns and villages, including Great Cornard, Bures, Ballingdon, Long Melford,
Acton, Cavendish, Clare and Great Waldingfield.
Village primary schools are thriving and there are several strong secondary schools in each
town serving them. Each of these villages is linked by open fields and woodlands. As you
drive from one to another, you will understand why people comment on the Suffolk skies –
they are huge due to the lay of the land, and I came close to driving off the road on more
than one occasion when we first moved here because I was glued to the huge sky!
Sudbury itself runs alongside the river Stour and has protected water meadows surrounding
one side where cattle graze during the summer months.
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There is much history here, including a rich silk mill industry and the birthplace of the artist
Thomas Gainsborough. To read more, follow this link. What used to be a branch line from
Sudbury to Cambridge is now a beautiful, and much used, Valley Walk.

The photos may look as if no one lives here, but they have been taken during lockdown and
so people have been more spread out!
SVV has good relationships with most of the local churches and has enjoyed unity with
others by events such as Bow Down on Pentecost Sunday and the recent joint churches
online Christmas Carol Service.

A BRIEF HISTORY

Stour Valley Vineyard Church (SVV) was planted out of West Suffolk Vineyard in September
2007 by Andrew and Emma Stewart-Darling (with their 3 daughters) who had moved up
from their church in Twickenham, West London.
Initially, one other family joined them as they met in their home once a week, gathering
others via social events (such as a bonfire party) and ‘giveaways’ in the market-place. The
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group grew to around 30 before starting to meet in the Town Hall once a month from the
following Easter. By the Autumn of 2008 this had increased to twice monthly and then
fortnightly early in 2009. Children had an activity table at the back of the hall to start with
and soon moved into another room during the services with their first Planet Vineyard
leaders.
The church continued to do give-aways in the town centre and social events to gather
people. In the early days, the church grew organically, but eventually systems and
structures were put in place (such as rotas) in order to protect people’s time and spread the
load of the various ministries whilst providing opportunities for others to participate.

Coffee Giveaway to commuters

Easter Giveaways

It is hard to accurately give a regular attendance figure for the church in this present
climate, but SVV ChurchSuite’s data would suggest membership to be between 60-80
people, including children and young people. It has seen people added in 2020 through its
online presence, but also suspects some drop off. However, a recent survey carried out in
the early Autumn showed that, encouragingly, many people’s faith has stayed intact and
has even grown, despite the restrictions.
Stour valley Vineyard operates on the principle that people need to ‘belong’ before they
‘believe’, before they ‘behave’, and so there has always been space made for people to get
involved and be part of the church, without strings attached. As they have been loved and
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accepted in their current state, it has seen people find Jesus and begin to be changed by
the Holy Spirit and get baptised.

Church membership is informal and is made up of those either new to faith, transfers or
‘prodigals’ who often have been away from the Lord for a number of years. Over the years
we have reached out to a good number of those who have never known God’s love or who
have lost faith in the Church.
After a couple of years in Sudbury Town Hall, the building became unavailable for hire and
the church moved to the Delphi Centre, the social club of Delph Engineering. Meanwhile,
in 2013, the church got its first offices at the Christopher Centre in Sudbury town centre,
which enabled its first staff member to be employed and for other midweek activities to
grow such as leadership training evenings, newcomer lunches, Alpha and the Alpha
Marriage courses.
In 2014, SVV had their first week of 24/7 prayer and became part of the 24/7 Prayer
movement. The impact on both the church and the community was noticeable after this
week of prayer and so the church has continued to hold a 24/7 week of prayer once a year
since.

24/7 prayer
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GROUPS

Believing that ‘life is better connected’ in small groups, and just as the church was started
through a handful of people, It has committed itself to seeing healthy and growing groups
to suit all types of people, regardless of faith or social background. It’s philosophy that ‘life
is better in circles than rows’ means it tries to stop Sundays as being the only time to get to
know people and grow in faith to see change.
The senior pastors have encouraged a variety of different groups to start up. These include
HOME groups (daytime and evening) (HOME stands for Hospitality, Outreach, Ministry and
Encouragement). Other groups include Alpha, Prayer, Worship, Bible study, Men’s group
and Amblers’. Unfortunately, its groups have struggled in this last year to always keep
meeting as they have suffered with Zoom Fatigue, but the fruit of the groups has meant
individuals within them are still connected and cared for by each other.

Ambler’s Group

PLANET VINEYARD
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Over the last 14 years, Planet Vineyard (which comprises: Little Stars (under 4s); Rockets (510); Supernovas (11-17)) has developed and seen children come to faith, become leaders of
others as well as move on to serve in other churches. As families have come and gone,
grown up and moved on, numbers have inevitably fluctuated being in a market town, but
the impact of children discovering a relationship with Jesus for themselves has seen lasting
fruit.
Supernovas has gone to Dreaming the Impossible (DTI) every year so far and have grown in
their relationships with God and with one another. Again, like groups, during COVID-19, it
has struggled to grow because of the difficulty of not being able to gather and therefore
lost some momentum.
But both Rockets and Supernovas have continued to see fairly regular attendance in their
Zoom groups on a Sunday morning, which takes place at the same time as the main service.
The current curriculum favoured by Planet Vineyard is the Urban Saints Energise
programme.
The church is blessed with a strong and fairly new team of leaders for each of the groups. It
has a Planet Vineyard Team Leader who is part of the volunteer staff team and helps steer
the vision and takes overall responsibility for the terms’ programmes.

ALPHA

Over the last three years SVV has become an established Alpha church and is committed to
offering a course every term. Our Alpha Co-ordinator is also the SVV Administrator and PA
to the pastor, Andrew. Alpha was taken online during COVID-19 and saw five people
attend on its first course on Zoom. These were made of people who would not have come
to a physical Alpha and were not already regular attenders on Sundays. Sometimes Alpha
had had no people signing up, but it is committed to offering one every term in order to
give the opportunity for anyone at anytime to explore the Christian faith.

STOREHOUSE

At SVV’s inception, Andrew and Emma began Storehouse in order to have a tangible
expression for compassion in the community they found themselves in. This began as a
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foodbank with the vision to expand into other areas, such as debt help and furniture
recycling. Although Storehouse has touched upon financial aid (with the partnership with
CAP and the training of Money Coaches) and furniture recycling (sporadically) the foodbank
has remained the main area of growth and gone from helping 84 people in its first year to
over 3,400 in 2019 and, sadly, growing.

Storehouse has built strong community relationships, working to become a signposting
service for other groups such as Citizen’s Advice; Drug and Rehab support; Job Centre;
Housing Associations and local community groups (for mental health and wellbeing). It has
also forged strong connections with many other churches in the area where people can be
referred to Storehouse for help and where those who need further help are referred back to
their local church.
As Storehouse has grown, it has needed its own funding and so SVV began to apply for
grants to cover the core running costs since 2015. Initially, these grants were a ‘top-up’ to
help with the overheads, but now there are enough coming in to support all of the
Storehouse running costs.
In 2019 a fundraiser was appointed on a one day a week contract to look after this growing
area for Storehouse, as well as to help bring in funding for other community initiatives.

Storehouse fundraiser with local bands in a pub
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VINEYARD CENTRE

With the steep increase in costs at the Delphi Centre and the knowledge that the company
who owned the building was to be closed down, SVV needed to find alternative premises
once more for its Sunday services. However, the church experienced God’s amazing
provision for them once again, showing them that this church was his idea.
Andrew and Emma were led to have discussions with the head teacher at Ormiston
Sudbury Academy, having been directed to an empty building on the school grounds.
This conversation coincided by another problem: SVV was growing out of its midweek
office space (as was Storehouse). So, in 2017 the church secured the lease of a new building
in Tudor Road, Sudbury, initially for its mid-week offices and Storehouse. The lease was
initially agreed for 5 years, after which it becomes a ‘rolling lease’. In October 2019, the
church Sunday Services were also moved to the Vineyard Centre after considerable
fundraising to make the building fit for purpose.
Vineyard Centre is a refurbished ‘warehouse’ type building which is now fully airconditioned as from last summer and serves as our weekend and midweek space, including
Storehouse.

Andrew and Emma outside their new building

Refurbishments were carried out by several people from SVV who were in the building
trade ready to move into Vineyard Centre in August 2017.
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It has separate office space for pastoral and admin staff, along with a breakout area and a
confidentiality/counselling space. It has two kitchens to allow for small and large group
hospitality use. The main space is used for weekend services, Storehouse Drop-Ins, along
with midweeks groups and training use.
The main space is fully equipped with PA, Media and Lighting. On the other side of the
building there is a stockroom for Storehouse.
Vineyard Centre has proven to be a gift, particularly during the last year with the limitations
COVID-19 has brought. Presently, it has been turned into a studio for livestream
broadcasts.
The school have been very keen to work with SVV as the church has with them. Over the
last 18 months Andrew and Emma have been exploring a joint school mentoring project,
but development has stalled through being unable to obtain funding at the moment.

PRAYER CABIN AND ADDITIONAL MEETING SPACE

Early in 2020, as a response to the church’s ‘Light on a Hill’ vision campaign, an airconditioned portacabin was purchased with members’ additional gifts to allow for further
expansion. The need was to create more space for Planet Vineyard groups and to give a
specific place for individual and group prayer. The portacabin arrived in February 2020, but
because of the Pandemic has only been used sporadically.

STAFFING

Joint Senior Pastors (paid)
Church Administrator and PA to Andrew (paid 4 days per week)
Planet Vineyard Team Leader (voluntary)
Part-time Storehouse Team Leader (paid 3 days per week)
Part-time Storehouse Team Assistant (paid 2 days per week)
Part-time Voluntary Office Helper (voluntary)
Part time Fundraiser (freelance)
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STOUR VALLEY VINEYARD TRUSTEES

The church has six trustees including the two senior pastors. One of the trustees is part of
another larger Vineyard. Trustees have responsibility for different areas of governance and
are committed to the church’s vision and values.

Just in case you’re not sold on it yet – some more beautiful pictures of Sudbury!
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